
Nature abhors a vacuum. So the saying goes. But it’s not just nature that wants to rush
in to fill the void wherever the void may exist. The spiritual world works the same
way. Isn’t that Jesus’s lesson about the demon returning with seven others worse than
itself?

You may have noticed in your
lifetime, or heard and read from the
experiences of others who have
lived longer than you, that
Christianity has taken a step back
from, or seen itself pushed out of,
America’s public square. If that’s so,
then one might trace the loss to any
of several recent points. Government
played obvious roles, banning prayer
and faith profession from public
schools, adopting no-fault divorce,

and then giving a new definition to marriage. Culture played a role, too, with a sexual
revolution followed by more of the same. Politics abandoned founding fathers,
education abandoned the classics, families abandoned fathers or the other way around,
and so on. What began as a crack in the household’s wall became a full-on assault that
became a flood.

That’s one way of seeing it. With Christianity out of not just the public square but
many more homes, all bets were off. Little or nothing remained sacred. Let’s spare one
another the frightening statistics of drug overdoses, teen suicide, broken homes,
domestic abuse, and healthy young adults entirely out of the workforce. Think again of
Jesus’s lesson about the demon returning with seven others worse than itself. With
Christianity out of the way, just open the door wide to the worse-than-ever demons.
Say hello to the flood. But while floods are catastrophic, they also cleanse the land.
Christians can quake in fear or turn in disgust with each successive horror. Or
Christians can do as Christians have always done, which is to keep the fires of faith
burning ever brighter against the darkening night and spreading flood. Demons fill
voids. Keep Christ’s light burning brightly, and you’ll leave no void.


